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Market Recap 
Buoyed by optimism over the continued reopening of 

the U.S. economy, equity markets were again notably 

higher for the month of May. The S&P 500 gained 

4.8% for the month and U.S. small-cap stocks gained 

more than 6%. International stocks also continued to 

recover, although emerging markets experienced 

significant volatility following China’s push for a new 

national security law in Hong Kong. Fixed income 

categories were also broadly higher in May, led by a 

more than 4% surge in high yield bonds which 

followed a period of relative weakness in the second half of April. 

Positives 

• Thus far, the phased re-opening of the American economy has not resulted in a second wave of hospitalizations in 

America’s hardest-hit northeastern states. 

• Central banks around the world have continued to backstop equity markets and function as low-cost lender of last 

resort for corporate financing.  The Federal Reserve has increased its balance sheet of bond holdings to over $7 trillion, 

more than 10 times what it was in 2007.  The European Central Bank also raised its bond-buying program by another 

600,000 billion euros.  As effective as these programs have been at lifting financial assets, additional fiscal stimulus will 

be needed to support aggregate demand and the real economy.   

• Economic recovery will be aided by strong personal income data in April that revealed transfer payments such as 

enhanced unemployment insurance successfully bridged the income gap for many furloughed workers. 

• High levels of fund manager cash and short positioning by non-commercial traders in the CFTC futures and options 

data reveals that sentiment remains sufficiently bearish to provide a contrarian catalyst for markets to continue to 

grind higher.   

Negatives 

• The S&P 500 Forward P/E has spiked to 24.06x – levels not seen since June 30/2000 when the Dot Com Bubble was still 

at its peak.  The market cap to GDP ratio (a favorite valuation indicator of Warren Buffet) has also climbed to 147.8%, a 

reading inconsistent with prior recessionary periods.  Perhaps these stretched valuations are signaling the beginning of 

a new business cycle. 

• U.S. exports fell by a whopping 20.5% on a month over month basis in April.  Escalating political tensions between the 

United States and China have also reignited new trade frictions and called into question the viability of last year’s Phase 

One agreement calling for China to purchase large quantities of American agricultural products and energy.   

• Rioting that has led to the arrest of over 10,000 Americans will put additional stress on fragile state and local 

government budgets and likely require additional Congressional stimulus. 

• Credit spreads are still near highs despite the Fed’s unprecedented intervention in corporate bond markets. 

Index Returns as of May 31, 2020 

  May 1-YR 

Domestic 
Equity 

S&P 500 TR 4.76% 12.82% 
Russell 2000 6.51% -3.47% 

Intl 
Equity 

MSCI EAFE NR 4.35% -2.81% 
MSCI Emerging NR 0.77% -4.39% 

Fixed-
Income 

Barclays U.S. Aggregate 
Barclays U.S. High Yield 
Barclays U.S. Corporate 

0.47% 
4.41% 
1.76% 

9.42% 
1.32% 

12.28% 
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• Taiwan and Korea, two countries widely praised for their effective handling of the virus, have seen little rebound in 

retail activity as consumers remain reluctant to spend. 

• ISM Manufacturing data showed a very small increase from April to May, a sign that factory activity is coming back on-

line very slowly.   

Considering the above roughly balanced positive and negative considerations, further upside for equities in the near-term may 

be more muted than the has been experienced in recent months. As spring gives way to summer, there is growing risk that the 

newfound optimism over the staged reopening of the U.S. economy eventually confronts the reality that the longer-term 

outlook for global growth remains highly uncertain even under a relatively optimistic scenario for the virus. Our current 

expectation is that we will likely continue incrementally reducing equity exposure in the coming months, particularly if investor 

sentiment measures start to indicate excessive optimism, valuations become more stretched, the long-end of the yield curve 

starts to flatten again, or signs of stress begin to reemerge in corporate credit. 

Index Definitions 

S&P 500 TR - An index of 500 stocks chosen for market size, liquidity and industry grouping (among other factors) designed to be 
a leading indicator of U.S. equities and is meant to reflect the risk/return characteristics of the large cap universe. 
 
Russell 2000 - An index measuring the performance approximately 2,000 small-cap companies in the Russell 3000 Index, which 
is made up of 3,000 of the biggest U.S. stocks. The Russell 2000 serves as a benchmark for small-cap stocks in the United States. 
 
MSCI EAFE NR - An index that serves as a benchmark of the performance in major international equity markets as represented 
by 21 major MSCI indexes from Europe, Australia and Southeast Asia. Net return (NR) indices subtract from dividend reinvestment 
calculations the withholding taxes retained at the source for foreigners who do not benefit from a double taxation treaty. 
 
MSCI Emerging Markets NR - An index that serves as a benchmark of the performance in global emerging markets as represented 
by 23 emerging economies. Net return (NR) indices subtract from dividend reinvestment calculations the withholding taxes 
retained at the source for foreigners who do not benefit from a double taxation treaty. 
 
Barclays U.S. Aggregate - A broad base index, maintained by Barclays Capital, and is often used to represent investment grade 
bonds being traded in the U.S. Barclays Capital (BarCap) U.S. Aggregate Bond Index is made up of the Barclays Capital U.S. 
Government/Corporate Bond Index, Mortgage-Backed Securities Index, and Asset-Based Securities Index, including securities 
that are of investment grade quality or better, have at least one year to maturity, and have an outstanding par value of at least 
$100 million. 
 
Thomson/Reuters CRB - The index track baskets of 19 commodities and is intended to be a representative indicator of global 
commodity markets.  
 

Disclosures 
Columbus Macro, LLC is a privately-held boutique SEC registered investment adviser, actively managing assets in the global capital 

markets on behalf of financial advisors and their clients.  

Past performance is no guarantee of future returns. Nothing presented herein is intended to constitute investment, legal, 

accounting or tax advice.  Nor is it a recommendation to buy or sell any types of securities, to invest in any particular asset class 

or strategy, or as a promise of future performance. No investment decision should be made based solely on information provided 

herein. There is a risk of loss from an investment in securities, including the risk of loss of principal. Different types of investments 

involve varying degrees of risk, and there can be no assurance that any specific investment will be profitable or suitable for a 

particular investor's financial situation or risk tolerance. Diversification does not ensure a profit or protect against a loss. Before 

investing, consider investment objectives, risks, fees and expenses.  Information provided herein reflects Columbus Macro’s views 

http://www.investopedia.com/terms/r/russell_3000.asp
http://www.investopedia.com/terms/b/benchmark.asp
http://www.investopedia.com/terms/b/benchmark.asp
http://www.investopedia.com/terms/e/equitymarket.asp
http://www.investopedia.com/terms/b/benchmark.asp
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as of the date of this communication and can change at any time without notice. We disclaim any obligation to update or alter 

forward looking statements as a result of new information.  

 This document is a marketing communication and is not intended to serve as investment research. The views expressed are a 

general guide to our firm’s thinking. This document does not replace any product specific materials and is intended for limited 

distribution. Columbus Macro obtained some of the information provided herein from third party sources believed to be reliable 

but it is not guaranteed and Columbus Macro does not warrant or guarantee the accuracy or completeness of such information 

and accepts no liability for any error, omission or inaccuracy in such information.  The use of such sources does not constitute an 

endorsement. 

We believe that performance information cannot be properly assessed without understanding the amount of risk that was taken 

in delivering that performance. We present performance information for short time periods because we understand that clients 

and potential Investors are interested in this information, however, we recommend against making any investment decisions 

based on short-term performance information. Performance should be considered in light of the market and economic conditions 

that prevailed at the time those results were generated.  

Any forward-looking statements or forecasts are based on assumptions and actual results are expected to vary from any such 

statements or forecasts. No reliance should be placed on any such statements or forecasts when making any investment decision. 

Our views are not intended to predict or guarantee the future performance of any security, asset class, account or portfolio. 

Data source for indices is Bloomberg.  It is generally not possible to invest directly in an index. Exposure to an asset class or trading 

strategy or other category represented by an index is only available through third party investable instruments (if any) based on 

that index.  
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